Abstract-This paper based op Heuristic method to solve the short-term variable head hydrothermal geperatiop schedulipg problem. It uses Heuristic search method to fipd the result of all thermal apd hydro power plapts optimizatiop. Numerical experimept show, this method to solve the pop-lipear problem with its available of copstraipts ip acceptable time.
INTRODUCTION
The optimum hydro and thermal generation scheduling of an electric power system is the find of the generation for every generating station such that the total system optimum generation cost is minimum while satisfying the constrains. However due to insignificant operating cost of hydro plants the scheduling problem essentially reduces to minimizing the fuel cost of thermal plants constrained by the generation limits, available water, and the energy balance condition for the given period of time.
This paper is based on hybrid based on a Heuristic search method which finds the optimization schedules of all hydroelectric and thermal power plants optimization without decomposition. The computational results with hydrothermal test system demonstrate that programming is an efficient and advantageous optimum method to solve the short-term planning task.
HEURISTIC SEARCH METHOD
This method is not found the best solution but guaranteed the find good solution in reasonable time, and increases the efficiency, useful in solve the problems which, Could not be solved any other way, and Solutions take an infinite time or very long time to compute. 
PROBLEM
The system test consists of hydro and thermal generation plant as The operating cost is given by-
The variation rates of discharge of hydro generating station are given by quadratic function of effective head and active hydro power.
The reservoirs have small capacity and vertical sides. The coefficients of fuel cost, discharge coefficients of hydro plants, constant of proportionality, water available, surface area, initial height of the head, maximum and minimum power limits, load demand and water inflow are given in respectively. The B coefficients of the power system network are given by B= The total cost obtained from the heuristic search method is less as that of newton-rapson method [6] .
Thus it can be concluded that heuristic search method technique provides optimum results the newton-rapson method. It is better to use heuristic search method because newton-rapson method cannot be applied to the hydrothermal scheduling problem having prohibited zone constraints.. While implementing heuristic search method there is no need of initial guess of power and water discharge. Hence it is better to use heuristic search method.
CONCLUSION
The heuristic method is based and used to solve the variable-head hydrothermal scheduling problem. A hydrothermal model has been implemented to find the optimum power generation schedule considering the transmission power losses. The heuristic search technique is having dynamic characteristics function utilized to update the solution vector and improves the convergence properties of the algorithm.
